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Laser Spectroscopy of Bi
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HFS scan using MR-TOF MS



COLLINEAR LASER SPECTROSCOPY
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COLLAPS set-up

1.) ion beam;
2.) laser;
3.) deflection plates;
4.) post acceleration 
5.) charge exchange;
6.) optical detection;

Imaging
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COLLINEAR LASER SPECTROSCOPY
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GS transition selected to GS transition selected to 
provide maximum provide maximum 
information for in-source information for in-source 
spectroscopy.spectroscopy.

Very poorly populated in the Very poorly populated in the 
charge exchange process.charge exchange process.



Laser Spectroscopy Observables 
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Spin I Magnetic moment  μ Quadrupole moment Qs Charge radii δ r⟨ 2⟩

Structure / wave function

Correlations and deformation

Shape coexistence

Spin I
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Structure / wave function

Correlations and deformation

Shape coexistence

Spin I + Hyperfine
 Anomalies 

Nuclear Magnetization Radius



The Hyperfine Anomaly
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The Hyperfine Anomaly
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Large  HF anomaly 
between  205Bi and 209Bi.



Results
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196Bi

Measurements of a similar quality obtained for- 209,208,205,201,199,198,197Bi.Measurements of a similar quality obtained for- 209,208,205,201,199,198,197Bi.

Analysis ongoing.Analysis ongoing.



The Hyperfine Anomaly
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Interpretation?
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b treated semi-empirically as p3/2 
to s1/2.

Considered 201Bim as pure п s1/2 and
209Bi as a pure п h9/2.

Results consistent with a 
Change of R2/R2

0
 from

0.3 to ~1.



Outlook 
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Planned measurements on Ag should Planned measurements on Ag should 
be able to exploit one of the largest be able to exploit one of the largest 
HFA's encountered.HFA's encountered.

Many other chains in the Pb reagion Many other chains in the Pb reagion 
would offer simple access to the HFA would offer simple access to the HFA 
over a wide range of isotopes.over a wide range of isotopes.

Must be backed up by atomic theory Must be backed up by atomic theory 
suppsupport to obtain reliable conclusions.ort to obtain reliable conclusions.

MRTOF could offer possibilities to MRTOF could offer possibilities to 
perform ultra high resolution Laser-RF perform ultra high resolution Laser-RF 
double resonance experiments.double resonance experiments.



COLLAPS
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